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1 Introduction

Nowadays, hard competition between aerospace manufacturers calls for the development of innovative
systems, implying long and costly studies [1]. In rocket propulsion using liquid propellants, the com-
bustion chamber is one of the key elements. If not designed properly, safety issues can occur, when
high-frequency instabilities develop in the combustion chamber and provoke structural damage to the
whole system. This phenomenon is particularly difficult to study experimentally, due to the high cost of
the tests. Moreover, the power required for hot fire tests of rocket elements is so large that sometimes
no experimental test rig can supply it.

In a LO2/H2 rocket engine at nominal operating conditions, the combustion chamber pressure (typi-
cally around 10 MPa) is above the critical point of both reactants while the oxygen is injected in a
liquid-like state, at a subcritical temperature (∼ 100 K). This particular injection mode is designated
as “transcritical”. The combustion physics of a transcritical flow is totally different from atmospheric
conditions. In a typical coaxial injector configuration, below the critical pressure, the central liquid
oxygen jet is atomized, due to shear stress induced by the surrounding high-speed gaseous hydrogen jet.
Droplets and ligaments are formed around the LO2 jet due to surface tension. They vaporize as they
come close to the reaction zone and gaseous O2 burns with gaseous H2. Above the critical pressure,
surface tension and latent heat of vaporization vanish. Experimental observations show that droplets
and ligaments are replaced by “comb-like” structures and that the change of density takes place in the
absence of a liquid-gas interface [2–4]. As a consequence, mass transfer from the LO2 and gaseous
hydrogen streams towards the reaction zone is mainly controlled by turbulent diffusion (see [5] for a
review of the physical phenomena).

Because of the difficulties of experimental studies, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been
used for decades in the development of rocket propulsion systems. Traditionally, the Reynolds Aver-
aged Navier-Stokes (RANS) method for predicting the turbulent reacting flow inside the combustion
chamber [6–8] is used by aerospace manufacturers to carry out parametric studies around a given de-
sign, and determine the most promising design before undertaking hot fire tests. However, the predictive
capability of the RANS method for new designs is limited. Moreover, it is not able to describe unsteady
phenomena like combustion and hydrodynamic instabilities or unsteady heat transfer.
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To address these problems, Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) of turbulent transcritical flows have recently
been undertaken. First studies focused on the near vicinity of coaxial injectors [9–11]. The AVBP
LES code used in the present study, has already been successfully applied to various turbulent flows:
a non reactive nitrogen transcritical injection [12], a transcritical LO2/H2 flame [13] and a transcritical
LO2/methane flame [14], from the injection unit to the flame termination. These studies have shown the
ability of LES to capture the correct physics in unsteady transcritical flows.

In the present paper, the LES technique is used to analyse the effect of a critical design parameter on
the flame characteristics. Indeed, preliminary test have shown that the recess length of the LO2 post
from the H2 post, as represented on Figure 1, have a great influence on the system behaviour. There
is experimental evidence that the increase in recess length triggers an hydrodynamic instability that
interacts with the flame and changes its shape and length [15]. The configuration used herein represents
the unsteady turbulent reactive flow in a laboratory-scale combustion chamber, using a single-element
coaxial LO2/H2 injector with and without recess, at operating conditions close to a cryogenic liquid
rocket engine at the nominal point. In the litterature, subcritical-pressure two-phase flow simulations
using LES [16] have enabled to understand the link between the recessed length and the hydrodynamic
instability. The ultimate goal of the present study is to predict the development of this instability along
with the whole turbulent reactive supercritical field.

Figure 1: Recess length of the LO2 post from the H2 post

2 Description of the LES Solver

The AVBP code [17–19] used herein solves the 3D Navier-Stokes compressible equations, for reactive
flows. It is massively parallel and uses unstructured grids, for a good description of complex geome-
tries. The numerical scheme is a Taylor-Galerkin finite-element scheme which is third order in space
and time [20]. Real-gas thermophysics is consistently implemented in the LES solver using the com-
putationally efficient Peng-Robinson cubic equation of state [21]. Real-gas characteristic boundary
conditions [22] and density-dependent transport coefficients [23, 24] are also implemented.

As chemical reaction rates are excessively fast at high pressure, turbulent mixing is here the limiting
process. Hence, heat release is computed in the infinitely fast chemistry assumption and taking the
presumed shape pdf for the mixture fraction as a beta function, as described in [14]. To prevent spurious
heat release in the vicinity of the LO2 jet, where the infinitely fast chemistry assumption is not valid due
to low temperatures, the reaction rate is set to zero above the ρ = 100kg/m3 threshold.

3 Simulated cases and preliminary results

The configuration studied is a single-element injector mounted in an optically accessible square cham-
ber, which has been used in many experimental campaigns on the Mascotte facility (see [25] for a more
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complete description of the test bench). Fig. 2 shows the whole computational domain, from the injec-
tion unit to the outlet. The chamber length is 400 mm and has a square section of 50 mm side length.
Adiabatic slipping walls boundary conditions are used for the chamber and injector walls. In the exper-
imental hot fire tests, the outlet is equipped with a nozzle. In the present simulation, pressure is directly
imposed at the outlet, which reduces the computational cost associated with the nozzle. A close-up
view of the mesh characteristics near the injector is represented in Fig. 3. It contains approximately
3.5 million cells, with the smallest length of 0.2 mm within the injection unit, to accurately predict the
hydrodynamic instability mentioned above. The mesh is then smoothly stretched in the jet development
regions from 0.2mm to 1mm, to accurately predict the turbulent flame, and more coarsened in other
regions, to a 5mm characteristic length, to minimize the computational cost.

Figure 2: Computational Domain

Figure 3: Mesh characteristics

The injection thermodynamic conditions are transcritical : the ambiant pressure (60 MPa) is above
the critical pressure of the reactants while the injection temperature of the LO2 is below its critical
temperature. Table 1 details the thermophysical injection conditions. The oxidiser-to-fuel ratio is 2.3.

Species Tinj [K] TC [K] PC [MPa] ρinj [kg.m−3]
O2 83 154 5.04 1340
H2 275 33 1.28 5.25

Table 1: Transcritical Injection thermophysical conditions. Tinj is the injection temperature, TC and PC

are the critical temperature and pressure of the species and ρinj is the injection density

A preliminary result is shown in Fig. 4, where a high-density 3D isosurface (grey, 700 kg.m−3) showing
the dense oxygen core and a 2D cut of the temperature field (color) showing the supercritical jet flame
are represented, for both the reference and the recessed case. Work is in progress to analyse the effect
of the recess length on the unsteady motions and the flame structure.

Although no hydrodynamic instability has been observed yet, the recessed configuration exhibits a com-
pletely different flame shape and length. This is illustrated in Fig. 5(a), where the average oxygen mass
fraction along the injector axis is plotted against the axial distance normalized by the oxygen injector
inner diameter dO2 , for both cases. The recessed injector produces a much shorter flame than the refer-
ence case. This difference is due to strain rate intensification induced by confinement effects within the
injector, which is visible on Fig. 4. Therefore, recessing the LO2 tube modifies heat release and thus
wall pressure. The axial wall pressure distribution in the hydrogen injector is represented in Fig. 5(b),
which shows a larger pressure drop for the recessed case. However, the recess length has no impact on
combustion efficiency: in both cases more than 99.9% of the injected oxygen is burnt before leaving the
combustion chamber.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Instantaneous result : high-density 3D isosurface in grey (700kg/m3) showing the dense LO2

core along with a 2D cut of the temperature field (in color) showing the transcritical jet flame for a) the
non-recessed injector, b) the recessed-injector.

The authors are now investigating the different mechanisms in detail and are trying to reproduce the
hydrodynamic instability observed experimentally by perturbing the initial conditions to trigger an ab-
solute hydrodynamic instability.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: a) Average oxygen mass fraction along the jet axis. b) Axial wall pressure distribution in the
hydrogen injector.

4 Conclusions

The effect of a design parameter (the recess length) of a coaxial LO2/H2 injector is investigated using
Large-Eddy Simulation. The recessed configuration is compared to the reference non-recessed config-
uration, in order to provide more understanding of the injector design effects. The preliminary results
presented herein already show large differences on the flame dynamics, mainly due to strain rate intensi-
fication within the confinement induced by the recessed injector. Additional analyses and computations
using finer meshes are underway to predict the development of the hydrodynamic instability in the re-
cessed injector.
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